FOR
IMMEDIATE
RELEASE

YA N Y U N C H E N ’s

FLOWER FLIGHTS
7 NOV 2018 - 4 JAN 2019

Yanyun Chen - Wingspan I 2018, charcoal on linen, H40 x W110 cm

Opening Night:
Wednesday, 7 Nov 2018
6:30 - 9:00 pm
RSVP at

Yanyun Chen’s Solo Exhibition Opens
7 November 2018 at Art Porters Gallery

http://bit.ly/FF_OpeningNight

Finalist of President’s Young Talents 2018 communicates the beauty of transcience, and
the joy of living in full bloom through series of sublime charcoal drawings of flowers.

Yanyun will be introduced
by Tuan Ching

Artist Talk & Book
Launch:
Saturday, 8 Dec 2018
4:30 pm
RSVP at
http://bit.ly/FF_ArtistTalk

http://bit.ly/RetrospectofParadiso_RSVP

Flower Appreciation
Workshop by Yanyun
& Floral Magic:
Saturday, 8 Dec 2018
2 - 4 pm
(Paying event)
Further details and
registration at
http://bit.ly/FF_FAWorkshop

Singapore, Nov 2018 – Art Porters Gallery is delighted to present Yanyun Chen’s solo exhibition, titled Flower
Flights. The exhibition is a continuation and development of the flower series, Chasing Flowers, first exhibited in
2016, and includes 12 new charcoal works. As a collection of material experiments, the floral motifs remain, while
its surfaces and mediums vary. The question persists for Chen —“how far can I go with this?”
“To chase flowers and witness their withering is to practice being present to a gentle exit: a blossom, flurry of
colour, then a tender fade without a sound. A clean white slate. In the master-epic Dream of the Red Chamber, the
protagonist dreams of reading a book of destiny that foretells the slow and eventual devastation and obliteration
of his entire family. It will end. It does end. Perhaps, all one has, all one is left with—all one is left wanting—is to
experience the joy of life’s flourish in full bloom; to watch the flowers take flight; and to embrace their soft
cascade as their petals fall back to the earth.

A flaneur amidst Samsara’s dust.”
Yanyun Chen

The exhibition
is supported by:

www.floralmagic.com.sg

Art Porters is grateful to Floral Magic — Yanyun’s
florist — for their support. Their fresh flowers will
grace our opening.

www.floralmagic.com.sg
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Yanyun Chen (b. 1986, Singapore)
is a visual artist and lecturer at Yale-NUS College.
Her drawing practice deconstructs our role as
witness-of-decay—depicting wilting flowers as a
manifestation of time passing; researching nudity
embroiled in historical spectacles and censorship;
investigating the fictions and operations of
etymology; and reading scars on skin. Grounded in
stories and philosophical readings, her works
incorporate a blend of classical Eastern and Western
drawing techniques.
Chen is a PhD candidate at The European Graduate
School in Switzerland/Malta, where she obtained
her Masters in Communications. She has trained in
Singapore, Sweden, the Czech Republic, and
Denmark, and has been shortlisted for the
President’s Young Talent Award (2018), and was
awarded the Special Jury Prize at the 15th Japan
Media Arts Festival (2012). Her published works
include 50 Drawing Exercises, Tracing Etymology:
Origin and Time; Monsters and Demons, and It’s
Fiction. She manages illustration and animation
studio Piplatchka, and co-founded Delere Press. She
lives and works in Singapore.

Yanyun Chen - Poppy Wall 2017
charcoal on paper
H100 x W50 cm

Dropbox link with images:
http://bit.ly/FF_PressFolder

Yanyun Chen - Rise and Fall 2017
charcoal on paper
H100 x W55 cm
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If you were a single atom of carbon,
would you rather sparkle from within a special diamond,
or belong to a minute fragment of coal handled by Yanyun?
If you were a whole molecule of carbon,
would you prefer being affixed to her latest drawing,
or incorporated in a cornea cell near the corner of a collector’s eye?
If you were a whole body of work,
let me suggest that you would aspire to be Yanyun’s
I write this while listening to Paul Simon
and remembering that I’d rather be a sparrow than an escargot
Yanyun’s greatest fear was that her favourite brand of charcoal disappear
she collected religiously the dust created by her practice,
and created some of her best works by sparingly applying her brush
to chasing the flowers that grow in the elusive space
between her cortex and her canvas
As an artologist myself, I connect the dots
my observations are as follows:
Yanyun’s eyes emit the pure sparkle of the most joyful diamond,
her works display classical rigour and reveal contemporary humour,
the black of her charcoal hide an intense colour display
I dream that one day we will download some kind of an app into our optic
nerve and we will see beneath the charcoal an intense display of moving
colours — there is something so intense in Yanyun’s work
that we will let it radiate for an eternity or two.
Guillaume Levy-Lambert
Co-founder, Art Porters Gallery

Yanyun Chen - Flower Flights I 2018
charcoal on wood
H110 x W40 cm

About Art Porters Gallery
Art Porters Gallery believes in the unique power of art in transforming lives. Rooted in the founder’s personal
experience with a life-changing masterpiece, the gallery’s mission of “Sharing happiness with art” was born. Art
Porters Gallery is housed in a charming Peranakan shophouse in one of the quaintest
neighbourhoods of Singapore. The gallery’s work focuses on contemporary art and develops privileged
relationships with international artists, whose works are presented in various forms of media including drawing,
painting, sculpture, photography, and digital animation. The gallery also provides art consultancy services for
various corporations, and hosts events for a wide variety of clients.

www.artporters.com
www.facebook.com/artporters
www.instagram.com/artporters
GALLERY INFO
address
contact
opening hours

Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652
+65 6909 0468
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment)

Guillaume Levy-Lambert guillaume@artporters.com +65 9815 1780
Sean Soh
sean@artporters.com
+65 9105 9335
Melvin Sim
artologist@artporters.com +65 9144 7468
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